With electronics, mobile, music, pictures, gaming and
online businesses, Sony is uniquely positioned to create
exciting new digital entertainment experiences for
consumers by bringing together cutting-edge products
with latest generation content and services.
Want to work for a dynamic, state-of-the-art
technology company where you get the chance to
develop and grow within one of the biggest
entertainment brands in the world? Want to work and
build a career in a truly international environment?
Sony is offering just that.
The European Graduate Programme (EGP) is aimed to
develop enthusiastic graduates with an excellent
academic track record that are looking for an enriching
and diverse experience. Today the EGP is recruiting
young professionals with a true international outlook,
who are mobile and want to join our continuous drive for
innovation.
Apply today to the Sony European Graduate Programme
- Experience like.no.other.

Want to join the most innovative and creative brand in the world?

The European Graduate Programme (EGP) is aimed to develop enthusiastic graduates with an excellent
academic track record, who are looking for an enriching and diverse experience. Today the EGP is recruiting
young professionals with a true international outlook, who are mobile and want to join our continuous drive
st
for innovation starting
.

September 1 2009

Approximately 15 graduates per year are selected by a thorough assessment process. Over
graduates rotate on

2 challenging business assignments
assignments

2 years,

the

contributing to current business priorities within

an international environment. On September 1st, they begin their new role in different European Business
Units

and Sales Companies all over

Europe

in

functions such as Product Marketing, Communications,

Business Development, Finance and Controlling.

Throughout the two years, they attend

8 panpan-European training modules

delivered by top management,

which examine components of Sony’s value chain in Europe. Moreover, these trainings give the graduates a
unique networking opportunity. Recently, our new graduates (EGP08) had their induction module in Berlin
focussing on Strategic Planning and Customer Segmentation while our Vice President shared Sony Europe’s
People Strategy. For their fourth training module, second year graduates (EGP07) have worked as virtual
teams for a Marketing Excellence training module run by Sony Europe’s Director Marketing Strategy Office.
Each team will present their Sony Reader marketing plan to a Jury consisting of Sony Deutschland’s top
management.

Each

graduate

enters

a

mentoring programme

involving

middle

management

from

Sony’s

Leadership

Development Programme (LDP) and is offered informal advice on their career development. The aim of the
European Graduate Programme is to equip you with the skills necessary to contribute to our organisation
on an international level. Over the course of your projects or assignments during the programme, you will
build a broad base of experience that we value in Sony. The underlying result of the programme is for you
to network within different parts of the business. Networking is a key component of the programme, to
give you the necessary tools and skills in order to carve out your career at Sony, and at the end of the
programme, find a permanent position in the organisation.

As Sony operates in a global marketplace, we are looking for our next generation of internationally-minded
players. You have to be prepared to be

mobile across Europe -

not just for the duration of the programme,

but also throughout your career after the European Graduate Programme. Most important is your approach
to challenges and your drive for success. You should be dedicated and flexible enough to follow the demands
of your future within Sony. You will take responsibility for your own actions and decisions, and be
committed to anticipate, adapt and drive continuous innovation.

The diversity of our business means the possibilities are truly exciting.

Check out the EGP09
EGP09 website to read what current European Graduates say about the programme,
programme, the
application process and APPLY NOW for a chance to join a programme that can offer new and international
horizons!
horizons!

Deadline is 31st January 2009!
2009!
Go to sonycareers.com and click EGP to apply
apply to the European Graduate Programme
Programme!
gramme!

